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Abstract. Let ~:= {f~,f2 . . . .  } be a family of symmetric Boolean functions, where fn has n Boolean 
variables, for each n I> 1. Let /~(n)  be the minimum number of variables offn that each have to 
be set to constant values so that the resulting function is a constant function. We show that the 
growth rate o f /~(n)  completely determines whether or not the family ~: is 'good', that is, can 
be realized by a family of constant-depth, polynomial-size circuits (with unbounded fan-in). 
Furthermore, if ~(n)<~ (log n) k for some k, then the family ~: is good. However, if ~(n)  ~> n" 
for some e > 0, then the family is not good. 
1. Introduction 
Several papers have recently appeared about families of Boolean (0-1 valued) 
functions that can be realized by bounded-depth, polynomial-size circuits with 7,  
A, and v gates, with unbounded fan-in [1,4,5,7,  11]. Let us call such a family 
good, and a family that is not good bad. Thus, let fn be a Boolean function of n 
Boolean variables, n = 1, 2, . . . .  The family {fl, f2, . . .} is good if there is a constant 
d and a polynomial p such that, for each n, the function f,, can be realized by a 
circuit with depth d and at most p(n) nodes. 
Furst, Saxe and Sipser [7] showed that certain simple families are bad. Such 
families include parity (where fn(xl,..., xn) = 1 if an even number of the xi's are 
1) and majority (where f,(x~,..., xn) = 1 if at least half of the x/s are 1). 
Let f be a Boolean function of n Boolean variables. The function f is symmetric 
i f f (xb . . . ,  x,) =f(x~), . . . ,  x~<n)) for every x~, . . . ,  x, and for every permutation 
• - of { 1 , . . . ,  n}. Thus, i f f  is symmetric, then f(x~,..., x,) is completely determined 
by the number of x/s which are equal to 1. In this paper we restrict our attention 
to symmetric functions. We give both positive results (which guarantee that a family 
is good), and negative results (which guarantee that a family is bad.) Our negative 
results generalize those of Furst, Saxe and Sipser [7], since the functions they 
consider (parity and majority) are symmetric. However, we do not give an indepen- 
dent proof of their results, since our results are based on theirs. Our results provide 
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a unifying framework to show why such families of functions as parity and majority 
are bad. Thus, Furst, Saxe, and Sipser prove that majority is bad by proving that 
parity is bad, and by providing a reduction of parity to majority; in this paper, we 
extend this result to a large class of families of functions. 
In Section 2 we provide definitions and give some basic facts. Let ~ = {f~,f2,. . .} 
be a family of symmetric functions, where f ,  has n variables, for each n I> 1. Let 
/x~(n) be the minimum number of variables o f f ,  that each have to be set to constant 
values so that the resulting function is a constant function. In Section 3 we prove 
that i f /z~(n) i> n ~ for some e > 0, then the family is not good. In Section 4 we prove 
a combinatorial result which we call the Group Translation Lemma, which is helpful 
to us later. In Section 5 we prove that if/z~, = O(/z~), and if ~ is good, then so is 
~'.  In Section 6 we show that i f / z~(n)  <~ (log n) k for some k, then ~ is good. In 
Section 7 we discuss improvements, and possible improvements, to our results. The 
results of Sections 3 and 6 were obtained independently by Denenberg, Gurevich 
and Shelah [6]. The result of Section 6 was obtained independently by Ajtai and 
Ben-Or [2] and Mayr [9] using different methods. 
2. Definitions, and facts about spectra 
We define the spectrum of a symmetric function f to be a word w in {0, 1} "+~, 
where, for 0 ~ i ~< n, the ith character wi in w is equal to the value of f when i 
variables are set to 1 and the other variables are set to 0. Clearly, a symmetric 
function and its spectrum uniquely determine ach other. If a circuit C realizes a 
symmetric function f, then by the spectrum of C we mean the spectrum of f. 
For a word w, let Iwl denote the length of w. Assume that w = WoW1 . . .  w,, ~ {0, 1} "+~. 
A subword of w is a consecutive substring wiwi+~.., wj. A constant word is one in 
which all of the bits are 0 or all of the bits are 1. Let F(w) be the length of the 
longest constant subword of w, and let M(w)  be n + 1 -F (w) .  If w is the spectrum 
off ,  then we define the measure of f  (and the measure of w) to be M(w) .  It is easy 
to see that the measure of f is the minimum number of variables of f that each 
have to be set to constant values so that the resulting function is a constant function. 
Hence, what we are calling the measure is a natural complexity measure, since a 
function with a small measure is 'close to being a constant function'. 
Example. Le t fbe  a symmetric function of 8 variables with spectrum w = 010111101. 
Then F(w)  = 4 (because of the constant subword 1111), and M(w)  = 5. Thus, the 
measure o f f  is 5. This corresponds to the fact that if 5 variables are set to constants, 
then the resulting function is a constant function. In particular, if we set 3 variables 
to 1 (where 3 is the length of the prefix 010), and 2 variables to 0 (where 2 is the 
length of the suffix 01), then the resulting function is !dentically 1. That is, 
f (x t ,  x2, x3, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0) is identically 1. 
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Let ~ = {fl, f2,.- .} be a family of symmetric functions, where fn has n variables, 
for each n/> 1. We define the measure function I~  (of the family ~)  by le t t ing/~(n)  
be the measure off , ,  for n/> 1. If ~ is clear from context, then we may write simply 
/~ for tz~. 
A circuit is an acyclic, directed graph, with arbitrary fan-in (i.e., in-degree). Each 
node with fan-in zero is called an input node and is identified with a literal (a 
variable or its negation); for convenience, we assume that we do not have two 
distinct nodes identified with the same literal. The (input) variables of the circuit 
are those variables x such that either x or ~x  (or both) is identified with an input 
node. Each node with fan-in greater than zero is labeled as either an A-gate or an 
v-gate. There is exactly one node with fan-out zero; this node is the output node. 
Each node computes a Boolean function of the input variables, in the obvious way. 
When a node of the circuit takes on the value 1 for a given assignment to the input 
variables, we say that the node accepts under that assignment. The Boolean function 
that is computed by the output node is said to be realized by the circuit. The size 
of a circuit is the number of edges. The depth of a circuit is the length of a longest 
path from some input node to the output node. We may refer to a circuit of size s 
and depth d as an (s, d) circuit. Assume that p is a function, and that C is a circuit 
with n input variables. We say that C is a (p, d) circuit if C is a (p(n),  d) circuit. 
Assume that w ~ {0, 1}n+~; thus, w is the spectrum of a symmetric function with n 
variables. We say that w is an (s, d) spectrum (respectively, a (p, d) spectrum) if 
the associated symmetric function is realized by an (s, d) circuit (respectively, a 
(p, d) circuit.) (Our definitions of circuits and circuit size differ from the ones used 
by Furst, Saxe and Sipser [7] in several inconsequential ways.) 
We shall frequently make use of the following simple propositions about spectra. 
Proposition 2.1. Let p be a monotone-increasing function from 7/+ ( the positive integers) 
into Z +. Assume that w c {0, 1} n+l is a (p, d) spectrum. 
(a) The complement ~ of w (that is, the result of replacing every 0 by a 1 and vice 
versa) is a ( p, d) spectrum. 
(b) The reverse w R of w (that is, the result of writing w backwards) is a (17, d) 
spectrum. 
(c) Let g :7/+ --> Z + be an unbounded, monotone-increasing function with g(1) = 1. 
Let g-~ : 7/+ --> 7/+ be defined for each i ~ 7/+ by letting g- l ( i )  be the greatest integer j 
for which g( j)  <<- i. Each subword of w of  length at least g(n) + 1 is a (p o g-l ,  d) 
spectrum. 
Note. In (c) above, we shall make use of the following cases, where k~Z+: (i) 
g(n) = In~k] (where g- l (n) ,  as defined above, is kn), and (ii) g(n) = [nl/kJ (where 
g- l (n)  = (n+ 1) k -  1). 
Proof. (a) This follows easily by duality, that is, by interchanging ^ with v, 
interchanging 0 with 1, and interchanging each literal with its negation. 
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(b) Here we simply take the original circuit and replace every literal by its 
negation. 
(c) Let C be a (p, d) circuit with spectrum w. Let w' be a subword of w with 
[ w'] = m + 1 and m I> g(n). By setting n - m variables of C to the appropriate constants, 
we obtain a circuit C' with m input variables and spectrum w'. The depth of C' is 
at most d. By definition of g-l ,  it follows easily that g-~ is monotone-increasing 
and that g- l (m)  >t g - l (g (n) )  >>- n .Since p is increasing, p(n)  <~ p(g - l (m) ) .  Therefore, 
the size of C', expressed as a function of m, is at most p(g-~(m)) .  [] 
Proposition 2.2. Let p and q be polynomials, and d a constant. Assume that w(i) e 
~0, 1} ~+l is a (p, d) spectrum, for 1 <<- i<~ q(n). Then wO) A • • • A W (q(n)) (respectively 
w°)v . . .  v w ~q~))) is a ( (p (n )+ l )q(n) ,  d+l )  spectrum. 
Proof. The result of and-ing (respectively, or-ing) together the circuits for w ~° 
(l<~i<~q(n)) has size at most (p (n )+ l )q (n) .  [] 
3. Negative results 
In this section we show that i f /~(n) /> n ~ for some e > 0, then the family ~ is 
bad, that is, cannot be realized by bounded-depth, polynomial-size circuits. 
We shall make use of the following two theorems, both of which are implicit 
results of Furst, Saxe and Sipser [7]. 
Theorem 3.1. Let p be a polynomial, and d >I 3 a positive integer. There is a polynomial 
p', which depends only on p, such that for  each sufficiently large n and each (p, d) 
spectrum we {0, 1} "+1 there is a subword w' o f  w o f  length at least /nl/4+ 1 that is a 
( p', d - 1 ) spectrum. 
Theorem 3.2. Let p be a polynomial, and d a constant. I f  n is sufficiently large, then 
the spectrum of  the majority function with n variables is not a (p, d) spectrum. 
Before we prove the main result of this section, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.3. Assume that w = WoWt . . .  wn ~ {0, 1} n+~ is a (p, 2) spectrum, where p is 
a polynomial o f  degree k. I fn  is sufficiently large, then Wk+~ = Wk+2 . . . . .  W,-k-t. 
Proof. By duality, as in the proof of Proposition 2.1(a), we can assume that the 
output node is an v-gate. Assume now that the conclusion to the lemma is false; 
we shall derive a contradiction. Let r be minimal such that wr ~ wr+~, and k + 1 <~ r < 
n - k - I. There are two cases. 
Case l: w, = 1. Thus, wr+~ =0. Let {ub . . . ,  u,} be an arbitrary subset of exactly 
r of the variables of the circuit, and let u,+~,...,  un be the i'emaining variables. 
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Since w, = 1, we know that the output node (an v -gate) takes on the value 1 when 
ul . . . . .  ur = 1 and ur÷~- . . . .  un -0 .  Therefore,  there is an ^-gate,  which we 
shall denote  by v, that takes on the value 1 when u~ . . . . .  ur = 1 and ur+t . . . . .  
u~ = O. We now show that the literal ~ur+~ is an input node that connects to v in 
the circuit. For, if not, then it is easy to see that the node v (and hence, the output 
node)  takes on the value 1 when u~ = . . . .  ur÷~ = 1 and u,÷2 . . . . .  u, = O. This is 
a contradict ion,  since by assumption wr+~ =0.  Therefore,  ~u,+l  connects to v. 
Similarly, -Tui connects to v for each i where r+ 1 ~< i<~ n. Therefore, the node v 
takes on the value 1 whenever  precisely u~, . . . ,  u~ take on the value 1, but takes on 
the value 0 whenever  any other r-sized subset of the variables takes on the value 
1. Similarly, for each set Y of  exactly r variables, there is a node vy that takes on 
the value 1 whenever  precisely the variables in Y take on the value 1, but takes on 
the value 0 whenever  any r-sized subset X ~ Y of  the variables takes on the value 
1. It fol lows that l)y, ~ VY2 whenever  Y~ ~ Y2. Hence,  the number  of ^ -gates is at 
least (7). Therefore,  the size of  the circuit is at least (7). Hence,  p(n) >I (~). 
It is well  known that the function mapping i to (7)"is first monotone- increasing,  
and then monotone  decreasing. Therefore, if i~  < r ~<j, then (7) ~-mln{(i),  (~)}. In our 
case, we know that k+ 1 ~< r<~ n -k -2 ,  and so (7)~>min{(k+l), (k+2)} = (k~l) (we 
assume that n is large enough that k+2<~½n). Therefore,  since we showed that 
p(n) I> (7), it follows that p(n)>~(k+~). But if n is sufficiently large, then this is 
impossible,  since p(n) is a polynomial  of  degree k, while (k+l) is of  degree k+ 1. 
Case 2: w, -- 0. Thus, Wr+l ---- 1. The proof  is similar to that of Case l, except that 
we cons ider  subsets {u~, . . . ,  u~+~} of exactly r+ 1 variables. We let v be an ^ -gate 
that takes on the value 1 when u~ = . . . .  u,+z = 1 and u,+2 . . . . .  u, =0.  Since 
Wr = 0, the literals u~ (for 1 ~< i<~ r+ 1) are input nodes that each connect  o v in the 
circuit. An argument  similar to that in Case 1 then shows that the number  of ^ -gates 
(and hence,  the size of the circuit) is at least (,+1). Hence,  p(n)>>-(,~_l). Since 
k+2<~ r+ 1 ~< n - k -  l, it follows as before that p(n) >I (k~-l). The proo f  then con- 
eludes as in Case 1. [] 
We are now ready to prove a result (Theorem 3.4 below) which immediate ly  
implies our  promised negative result that if I z , (n )  1> n ~ for some e > 0, then ~ is bad. 
Theorem 3.4. Assume that there is some e > 0 such that Iz~( n) >I n~ for infinitely many 
n. Then the family ~: is bad, that is, cannot be realized by bounded-depth, polynomial-size 
circuits. 
Proof. Assume that the family W*= {fl,f2, • • .} is good;  we shall derive a contradic- 
t ion. Since the family ~ is good, there is a polynomial  p and an integer d such that 
f~ has a (p, d)  spectrum, for each n. By applying Theorem 3.1 d -2  t imes, we see 
that there is a polynomial  q such that i f  n is sufficiently large, the spectrum of f ,  
contains a subword z of  length at least (1/4)d-2n~l/4)~-2+ 1 that is a (q, 2) spectrum. 
We can assume without loss of generality that q is monotone increasing. Let k be 
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the degree of q. By Lemma 3.3 we see all of  the bits except possibly the first k + 1 
and last k + 1 bits of  the subword z are the same. Let 8 be arbitrary such that 
0<8<(1/4)  a-2. It fol lows that if n is sufficiently large, then the spectrum of fn 
contains a constant subword of  length at least n s. 
For ease in discussion, let us fix for now a sufficiently large n such that/z~(n)  >/n ~, 
and let w be the spectrum of fn. Let us write w as tuv (the concatenation of t, u, 
and v), where u is the longest constant subword of w. Since u is the longest constant 
subword of  w, and since, as we showed, w contains a constant subword of length 
at least n ~, it follows that lul I> n ~. Now Itl + Ivl = /z(n) t> n ~. Therefore, either [tl ~>~nl 
or ]vl ~>' " ~n ; by considering the reverse of  w if necessary (as in Proposition 2.1(b)), 
we can assume that [t] t> in ' .  By considering the complement  of w if necessary, we 
can assume that the constant word u consists of  all l's. Hence, the last bit of t is 
0. Therefore, w is of  the form t'Ouv, where It' I 1 1>~n - 1, and where u is a constant 
word of  at least n 8 l's. Le t j  be an integer such that 1/ j  is smaller than the minimum 
of e and & So, if n is sufficiently large, then It'l> [nl/~l and lul> [n~/JJ. Define 
N = [nl/ J J .  It is easy to see that the spectrum of the majority function of N variables 
can be obtained by and- ing together appropriate length N subwords of w = t'Ouv. 
By Proposit ions 2.1(c) and 2.2, it follows that the majority function is (p', d+ 1) 
spectrum for some polynomial  p'. Since N = ln l/JJ can be taken to be arbitrarily 
large, this is a contradict ion of Theorem 3.2. [] 
We shall refer to the fol lowing immediate corollary later. 
Corollary 3.5. I f  /z~( n ) >i n ~ fo r  some e > 0 and  every n, then ,~ is bad. 
Remark. Theorem 3.4 cannot be general ized to nonsymmetr ic  Boolean functions. 
As a simple example, let n = k 2, partition the variables into k blocks of size k, let 
f~ be the ^ of  the variables in the ith block, and let the (nonsymmetric) function f 
be the v of f~ over 1 <~ i <~ k. It is easy to see that at least k = n 1/2 variables of f 
must be set to constants in order to make f a constant function. A different example 
is given by Ajtai and Ben-Or [2]. 
4. Group Translation Lemma 
In this section we prove a combinatorial  result, which we call the Group Transla- 
t ion Lemma, which will be helpful later. 
Let G be a group and let X be a set. Assume that for each g ~ G there is an 
associated function fg : X -~ X.  If g ~ G and x ~ X, then we shall simply write gx for 
fgx. The group G is said to act transitively on X if 
(a) ex = x for the identity element ee G;  
(b) (gh)x=g(hx) ,  when g, h ~ G and x~X;  and 
(c) for each x, y ~ X there is g ~ G such that gx = y. 
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If S c X and g s G, then by gS, we mean {gs : s ~ S}. If H ___ G and S ~ X, then by 
HS we mean {gx:g ~ H and x s S}. 
Lemma 4.1 (Group Translation Lemma). Assume that the finite group G acts transi- 
tively on the finite set X, and that S c X is nonempty. Then HS = X for some H ~ G 
with Inl (txl/ISI)(l + lnlS(). 
Note. Intuitively, the lemma says that there is a small number of translations of S 
that cover X. Clearly, the smallest number of translations of S that cover X that 
we could possibly hope for is Ixl/IsI; the lemma says that we can almost attain 
this number. 
Proof. We shall define a random subset H of G such that HS = X and show that 
~(In l )  <~ (IXl/ISI)(l + In ISl), 
where ~( . . . )  denotes 'the expectation o f . . . ' .  This clearly implies the theorem. 
Let 0 < p < 1 be a real number to be chosen later. Let H] be a random subset of 
G obtained by taking each element of G independently with probability p. Let H2 
be a subset of G obtained by taking, for each x in X but not in HIS, some g ~ G 
such that x ~ gS. Let H = H~ u/-/2. Clearly, HS = X. 
Let G(x, y) = {g ~ G: x = gy}. For each y ~ X, { G(x, Y)}x~X is a partition of G, so 
Y. IG(x, Y)I =IGI. 
x~g 
Since G acts transitively on X, it follows that G(x, y) is a left coset of G(y, y), and 
so 
IG(x, Y)I = IG(y, Y)I =161/IXl. 
Let G(x, S) = {g ~ G:x  ~ gS}. For each x c X, {G(x, Y)}yeS is a partition of G(x, S) 
into equal-sized sets, and so 
IG(x, S)l = IGIISI/IXI • 
Each element of G appears in H~ with probability p, so 
~(IH, I)=IGIp. 
An element x ~ X fails to appear in H~S only if each element of G(x, S) fails to 
appear in H~. This event occurs with probability 
(1 _p)ja(,~s)j = (1 _p)aallSa/IXl 
ThUS, 
and 
~(IHI) <~IGIp + IXI(I -p)l~llSl/IXl. 
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Using the inequality 1-p  <~ e -p and setting 
p = (Ixl In ISI)/(IG] ]S]) 
completes the proof. [] 
Remark. A simpler counting argument gives Inl ~ [(Ixl/ISI) In 1xll, which would 
suffice for the purposes of this paper. We prefer to prove the sharper bound, since 
it might be of independent interest and useful in other applications. 
5. The order of p~= characterizes goodness 
In this section we show that the growth rate of the measure function/a,~ completely 
determines whether or not the family ff is good. In particular, if/z~, = O(/z~), and 
if o~ is good, then so is ~'. 
Let us denote by 0,,.n the symmetric function which takes on the value 1 precisely 
if at least m of the n variables take on the value 1. Thus, the spectrum of O,,,n is 
the word 0fmll n+~-f''l. Functions Om,. are called threshold functions. We may refer 
to the family {Of(n),. :n = 1, 2, . . .} where f is a function, as thresholdf. We begin 
with some lemmas about the circuits of threshold functions. 
Let Tm,,(k) be the minimum possible size of a circuit of depth k for Om, n. 
Lemma 5.1 
T~m,,n(k +2) ~< (8m)'/2(In + 1)/(T,,.n(k) + 1). 
Proof. Let the variables x~, . . . ,  x~, be partitioned into l blocks B1, . . . ,  Bt, each 
containing n variables. Let C be a (Tm.,(k), k) circuit for 0,,,n. For 1 <~j<~ l, let 
be the result of substituting the variables of Bj for the variables of C. Let D be the 
(l( T,~n (k) + 1 ), k + 1 ) circuit obtained by and-ing together the outputs of C , . . . ,  Ct. 
Let X denote the set of prime implicants of Otm.Zn, SO IX[ = (i,~). (The prime 
implicants of 0~m.tn are the functions obtained by and-ing together lm distinct 
variables.) Let S__ X denote the set of prime implicants accepted by D (in the 
obvious sense), so [SI =(~,)~. Let G be the symmetric group on the variables 
x l , . . . ,  x~n. The group G acts on circuits in an obvious way. It also acts transitively 
on X in such a way that gD accepts the prime implicants in gS. 
By the Group Translation Lemma, there is a set H _~ G such that HS = X and 
tH[  ((/m~)/(~)')(1 +/ In(=)) .  
Using the inequalities [10] 
2"non/")/ (8m)1/2 <~ (,7,) <~ 2 nn~m/n) 
(where H(~¢) = -~¢ log2 ~ - ( 1 - ~:) log2 ( 1 - ~:) ~< 1 ), we have 
I HI (8m)t/z(In + 1 ). 
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Clearly, the ((8 m )~/2( In + 1 )l( T,,,n (k) + 1 ), k + 2) circuit obtained by or-ing together 
the outputs of the circuits {gD}g,H accepts 0~,,,,i,,, which completes the proof. [] 
Corollary 5.2. Let p be a polynomial, and let d, m, n and s be positive integers. Assume 
that m + s <~ n, and that Om, n is a threshold function with a ( p, d) circuit. Then Om,,+~ 
has a ( p', d +2) circuit, where p' is a polynomial that depends only on p. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, 02,,,.2n has a (q, d+2)  circuit, where,q is a polynomial that 
depends only on p. The corollary follows by substituting l's for m variables and 
O's for n -m-s  variables. [] 
Corollary 5.3. Let p be a polynomial, and let c, d, m and n be positive integers. Assume 
that Om, n is a threshold function with a (p ,d )  circuit. Then Ocm, n has a (p ' ,d  + 2) 
circuit, where p' is a polynomial that depends only on p and c. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, Ocm,c~ has a (q, d+2)  circuit, where q is a polynomial that 
depends only on p and c. The corollary follows by substituting O's for (c -1 )n  
variables. [] 
Lemma 5.4. Let p be a polynomial, and let d, m and n be positive integers. Assume 
that m < ½n, and that Om,. is a threshold function with a (p, d) circuit. Let f be an 
arbitrary symmetric function with n variables, with measure at most m. Then f is realized 
by a (p', d + 4) circuit, where p' is a polynomial that depends only on p. 
Proof. Let w<i)~ {0, 1} "+t be the word with 1 in the ith position and O's elsewhere 
(O<~i<~n). Assume that O<~i<m or n-m<i<~n.  We shall now discuss the size 
and depth of a circuit with spectrum w <i). By Corollary 5.2 we know that #,.,,+m 
has a (q, d + 2) circuit, where q is a polynomial that depends only on p. Let u be 
the spectrum of 0,,,,+m; thus, u=0" l  "+~. Assume now that O<~i<m. Let u '= 
0/1 n+t-/, and let u"=0i+~l n-i. Clearly, u' and u" are each subwords of u. Since 
m <in ,  the length of each of u' and u" is greater than g(n)+ 1, where g(i)= [½i]. 
Therefore, by Proposition 2.1(c), we see that each of u' and u" are (q o g-J, d+2)  
spectra. (Here g- l  maps i onto 2i.) It is easy to see that w (i) is the result of and-ing 
together u' and the complement of u". Therefore, when 1 ~< i < m, we see by the 
above that w <~) is a (q', d +3) spectrum, where q' is a polynomial that depends only 
on p. By taking the reverse of w <~), we see by Proposition 2.1(b) that the same is 
true when n - m < i ~< n. 
Let v = 0" 1 n+z-2"0". Let w = 0" 1 n÷l-,,, be the spectrum of 0m, n. Clearly v = w ^  wR; 
hence, v is a (2p + 2, d + 1) spectrum. 
Let f be an arbitrary symmetric function of n variables, with measure m. Let x 
be the spectrum of f .  Define t by setting t =x, if the longest constant subword of x 
contains all l's, and otherwise setting t = 2, the complement of x. By or-ing together 
v with appropriate choices of w (i), we can obtain t. Thus, by Proposition 2.1(a) and 
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2.2, we see that x is a (p', d+4)  spectrum, where p' is a polynomial that depends 
only on p. [] 
Lemma 5.5. Let p be a polynomial, and let d, m, and n be positive integers. Assume 
that w ~ {0, 1} "+l is a (p, d) spectrum with measure m. Then 0,,/2,,-,, has a (p', d + 1) 
circuit, where p' is a polynomial that depends only on p. 
Proof. If m = 0, then the result is immediate. So, assume that m > 0. Since w has 
measure m, we can assume, by reversing or complementing if necessary, that 
w = uOlJv, where [u[ 1> [m/2]  - 1 and j >/n - m. As in the proof of Theorem 3.4, we 
obtain the spectrum of 0,./2,.-m by and-ing together appropriate length n -m + 1 
subwords of w. [] 
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 5.6. I f  txs~, = 0(1~;), and if ~ is good, then so is ~'. 
Proof. Let i f=  {f~,f2,...}, and let ,~'= {f~,f~, . . .},  where fn and f "  each have n 
variables (n = 1, 2 , . . . ) .  Assume that fn has a (p, d) circuit for each n, and let c be 
an integer such that/z~,(n)<~ ctz~(n) for each n. Let us write/z for/z~, and/x '  for 
/z~,. Take n sufficiently large that /z(n)  < n/(2c) (this is possible by Theorem 3.4). 
By Lemma 5.5 we know that 0,(n)/2,,_,(,) has a (Pl, d+ 1) circuit, for some poly- 
nomial Pt. Therefore, by Corollary 5.2, we know that 0~,(,)/2,, has a (P2, d+3)  
spectrum, for some polynomial P2. Let j=2c[½lz(n)].  By Corollary 5.3 it follows 
that 0j,, has a (p3, d + 5) spectrum, for some polynomial P3. C lear ly j  I> c/z (n) 1>/z'(n), 
and ~'(n)  ~< clz(n) <in.  So, by Lemma 5.4 we know that f "  is realized by a (P4, d +9) 
circuit, for some polynomial P4. This concludes the proof. [] 
6. Positive results 
In this section we show that i f / z~(n)  <~ (log n) k for some constant k, then the 
family ~ is good. We note that this paper arose when one of the authors conjectured 
that if ~ is good, then/z~ is bounded by a constant k. Of course, our results in this 
section show that this conjecture is false. 
Theorem 6.1. Let k be a positive integer. Assume that m = O((log n )k / (log log n)k-l). 
Then there is a polynomial p such that Ore,,, has a (p, 2k+ 1) circuit. 
Note. The case k = 1 of this theorem was proved by Khasin [8]. 
Proof. We shall proceed by induction on k. If k= 1, let I= m; otherwise, let 
I = [log n/ log log n ]. Let m'= [m/l]  and n' = [(n + lm ' -  m)/ l ] .  We claim that there 
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is a polynomial p' such that 0,n,,.' has a (p', 2k -  l) circuit. If k = 1, then m'= 1 and 
the claim is satisfied by or-ing together the variables. If k~>2, then m'= 
O((log n) k- l/(log log n) k-E), and the claim is satisfied by inductive hypothesis. Thus, 
Tm,, , (2k-  1) <~p'(n'). Lemma 5.1 shows that Tl~, 1,,(2k+ 1) <~ q(In') for some poly- 
nomial q. Substituting l's for Im ' -m variables and O's for ( ln ' -n ) - ( lm ' -m)  
variables completes the proof. [] 
Corollary 6.2. I f  I~(n)  <~ (log n)k for some k, then the family o~ is good. 
Proof. Since (log n)k=o((1og n)k+i/(loglog n)k), the corollary is an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 6.1 and Lemma 5.4. [] 
It is interesting to note that recent work of Boppana [3] easily implies that if the 
family threshold (log n) k is realized by a family of monotone (p, d) circuits for 
some polynomial p, then d = ~(k) .  Therefore, restricting attention to monotone 
circuits of polynomial size, the depth bound of Theorem 6.1, when expressed as a 
function of k, is the best possible to within a constant factor. 
7. Improvements and possible improvements 
In this section, we discuss issues related to improving our results. We begin with 
a theorem that relates to improving both our positive and our negative results. 
Theorem 7.1. Assume that ~ is a good family, that g :Z + --> Z + is a surjective, monotone- 
increasing function, and that ix~(n) >I g(n) for every n. Let g-i :Z+__> 7/+ be defined 
as in Proposition 2.1 (c). Then there are constants c,d, and m such that every symmetric 
function with n ~ m variables can be realized by a ((g-l(n))C, d) circuit. 
Proof. Let w ~ {0, 1} n+t be an arbitrary nonempty word. By surjectiveness of g, we 
can find N such that g (N)= n. Since ;~ is good, Theorem 3.4 implies that N>-2n 
for all sufficiently large n. By Theorem 5.6 we see that threshold g is a good family. 
Thus, there is a polynomial p and a constant d' such that if N is sufficiently large, 
then the word x = 0 n 1N+l-n is a (p, d') spectrum. Let v <i) = 0il n+l-i (for 0 ~< i ~< n + 1 ). 
If 0~ < i ~< n, then v °) is a subword of x of length n + 1 which, by Proposition 2.1(c), 
is a (p o g- ' ,  d') spectrum. Of course, v(n+')=0 ~÷' is also a (p o g-i ,  d') spectrum. 
Letting w<°~ {0, 1} n+~ be the word with 1 in ith position and O's elsewhere (for 
0~ < i ~< n), it follows easily from Propositions 2.1(a) and 2.2 that w ~i) is a (2p o g-~ + 
2, d '+ 1) spectrum, and that w is an ((n + 1)(2p o g- l (n) +3), d '+2)  spectrum. Since 
g is surjective and monotone-increasing, we know that n <- g-l(n).  Thus, there is a 
constant c such that (n + 1)(2p o g- l (n)+3)<~ (g-l(n))C for n sufficiently large. [] 
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Note that (the contrapositive of) Theorem 7.1, along with Furst, Saxe, and Sipser's 
result that parity is a bad family, immediately implies our negative result of Corollary 
3.5. This is because if g(n) = ln~J for each n, then g-~ is bounded by a polynomial. 
Let us now see what Theorem 7.1 says about improving Corollary 3.5. Ajtai [1] has 
shown that, for some constant c, the family of parity functions on n variables cannot 
be realized by bounded depth circuits of size n c°°g"). From this fact, along with 
Theorem 7.1, we can conclude that i f / z~(n)  t>2 0°gn)°'5+" for some e > 0, then the 
family ~ is bad. This is a stronger statement han Corollary 3.5. Further improve- 
ments of Ajtai's result automatically lead (via Theorem 7.1) to further strengthenings 
of Corollary 3.5. 
Let us now consider our positive results in the light of Theorem 7.1. By considering 
the functions g where g(n) = (log n) k, as in Corollary 6.2, we see from Theorem 7.1 
that, for each e > 0, there is a constant d so that every symmetric function with n 
variables can be realized by a (2"', d) circuit. This is the best known size for constant 
depth [5]. Again, this result could be improved if we could improve our positive 
result in Corollary 6.2. 
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